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social status), about whose languages and linguistic affiLl-
ations we have little or no information available; 

f. Europeans and White Americans with English, German, and prob-
ably also Spanish and French as their native tongues; and 

g. Africans and Black Americans, speaking different African or 
European languages or creoles. 

In terms of its functions, Creek as a se.cond language appears 
to have been associated primarily with the so-called Creek Confed-
eracy, a loose political alliance in the 18th century, that in-
cluded most of the aforementioned Indian groups and came about in 
response to increasing encroachments by European and American set-
tlers and their colonial governments (Sturtevant 1971:92-105). 
The Creek and their confederates or associates, speaking several 
mutually unintelligible languages, thus used a form of Creek as 
an interlingual medium in assemblies of concern to the entire con-
federacy and in other 'international' dealings. If Oglethorpe was 
correct, a variety of Creek even served as the ceremonial language 
for the Creek and their associates (cf. Jones 1966:515). Creek 
was also adopt~in one form or another by Europeans and Africans 
in their functions as traders, translators, Indian agents, or mis-
sionaries as they came in contact with the Creek and their allies. 
In short, a lingua franca based on Creek would have reflected the 
sociopolitical importance of the Creek Indians among their con-
federates as well as their Indian and non-Indian neighbors in co-
lonial times. 

2. Interpretation of the Evidence. These limited histori-
cal and sociolinguistic data raise the following questions of in-
terpretation: 
(1) Did the speakers of languages other than Creek acquire Creek 

as a second language individually? In other words: Was the 
acquisition of Creek as a foreign language the matter of a 
few single bilinguals or multilinguals? Or did a form of 
Creek exist as a true and widespread lingua franca with a 
~rammar and functions that differed in part from those of 
Creek proper or Muskogee? 

(2) If the evidence supported a positive answer to the second 
question, did such an established Creek-based contact lan-
guage grow originally out of a bilingual situation and was it 
eventually adopted also by other people not conversant in 
Creek? Or did the ling~ franca Creek result from pldginiz-
ation, i.e. a linguistic compromise evolvit'lg out of a truly 
multilingual situation that included at least three, but more 
likely additional, mutually unintelligible and often unre-
lated languages? 

(3) Oid the speakers of the Creek-based contnct language form n 
contact speech community of their own? Or was it part of a 
still larger contact speech community, in_particular thnt of 
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Hobilian Jargon? 

The apparent lack of a substantial amount of substantive lin· 
guistic-historical information for a Creek-based contact language 
should make us cautious about assuming its existence, especially 
as there are comparatively more and better data available for an-
other interlingual medium, namely the aforementioned Mobilian Jar·· 
gon. 

With the evidence presumably missing, we could draw the ex-
treme conclusion that the idea of a lingua franca_ Creek merely wa ·" 
the product of our imagination, if not in the mind of a few colo-
nial chroniclers. Alternatively and more reasonably, we might 
maintain that there existed no institutionalized form of Creek as 
a second language; in other words: those speakers of languages 
other than Creek who learned it as a foreign language did so in-
dividually, in approaching the model progressively along a con-
tinuum of second language acquisition. 

Either position would already contain implicit answers to the 
other questions raised above, and in fact would hardly make any 
further discussion necessary, if it were not for some other, re-
lated evidence. 

Throughout the 19th century and into the first half of the 
20th, Seminole Indians--former Creek separatists or 'runaways•S __ 
were said to speak a Creek-based jargon among each other, espe-
cially with members who did not speak Muskogee such as the Hitchi-
t i and Mikasuki, as well as with their Black associates and with 
White traders or settlers. Judged on the basis of various and 
quite reliable historical documents, this so-called Seminole jar-
gon was not a temporary linguistic compromise between two indivi-
duals on some rare occasion, but was a true contact language with 
its own grammatical rules, however variable. By all indications, 
this Creek-based jargon of the Seminole Indians also was a true 
pidgin, incorporating Spanish and English elements among others. 
/m Anglicized variety of this contact language appears to have 
developed into the Semipole Pidgin English, which ultimately cre-
olized to become known as Afro-Seminole Creole6 (Drechsel, 1979: 
li7-50; cf. Bateman 1982 NS; Dillard 1972 :150-155; llancock 1975, 
1977). 

In view of our earlier discussion, the use of such a Creek-
based contact language by the Semlnole and their neighbors sug-· 
gests that this custom of theirs was not a new one; instead, the 
Seminole probably continued a long-standing linguistic tradition 
of resorting--in bilingual or nmltllingual situations--to a lln-
~~'!. _franc~ Creek whose existence the aforementioned documentstm-
ply for the Creek in the 18th century. The historical references 
to a Creek-based Seminole jargon thus strengthen the cnsc for nn 
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earlier Creek-based contact language; the medium that the Seminole 
and their neighbors used would thus have been merely a closely re-
lated variety of the original _!.ingua fran~ Creek. 

If sociolinguistic diversity in a contact speech communhy 
was any indication for past pidglnization, we could conclude that 
the lingua franc~ Creek also was a true pidgin that had incorpo-
rated linguistic elements of various Indian languages other than 
Creek proper and perhaps European and African elements as well. 
For the multilingual Creek Confederacy was sociolingulstically 
more complex than the community of the Seminole and their asso-
ciates or neighbors; many of the native languages spoken by the 
member groups of the Creek alliance had become extinct by the be-
ginning of the 19th century, and there were few, if any, addition-
al languages spoken among the Seminole and their associates. The 
greater variety of heterogeneous native and foreign lnnguages that 
the Creek and their neighbors used in comparison to the Seminole 
(including their Black associates) would then lead us to believe 
that the lingua franca Creek had evolved as the result of pidgin-
ization of many different languages. 

It is not just the documentation of a Seminole pidgin south 
of the Creek that supports the notion of the !J.ngua franc~ Creek 
and the likelihood of it having been a true pidgin; there is yet 
historical evidence for these hypotheses provided by the Creek 
Indians 9 former neighbors to the west. 

Most, possibly all, of the western groups in the Creek Con-
federacy--namely the Alabama, the Apalachi, the Chickasaw, the 
Choctaw, the Koasati, and the Natchez who were members--have been 
reported to speak not only the lingua franca Creek, but also Mo-
bilian Jargon or the Chickasaw-Choctaw trade language, a genuine 
Muskogean-based pidgin of the lower Mississippi valley and its 
adjacent areas. That the Western Muskogeans such as the Choctaw 
and Chickasaw or their neighbors did so, is not surprising. We 
might only raise the question of why Mobilian Jargon did not ex-
tend farther east; why is there apparently no evidence that the 
other members of the Creek Confederacy, especially the other Hus-
kogeans such as the Muskogee, the llitchiti, and the Mikasuki a-
dopted Hobilfan Jargon as their interlingual medium? In view of 
the fact that Mobilian Jargon extended in historical times into 
eastern Texas and as far north as southern Illinois and was spo-
ken by peoples of such diverse linguistic affiliations as Siouan, 
Caddoan, and apparently even Algonquian and Athapaskan, these 
questions are quite reasonable (cf. Drechsel 1979 :117-135). 

There is on answer that immediately enters one's mi.nd: Mo-
bilian ,Jargon did not spread :my farther east becnuse, as a com-
peting interlingual medium, the lingua fr~. Creek formed a lin-
guistic obstacle for any other coutnct language. Wt• mir,ht in fact 
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interpret the apparently limited spread of Mobilian .Jargon east-
wards as an additional, although hardly solid, argument in support 
of the proposed Creek-based contact language. 

So far, the discussion has followed the premise that the 1 i.n-
_gua _!_!E.!!£_~ Creek and Mobi.lian Jargon were two separate linguistic 
entities; we have assumed that they coexisted side by side and, ir. 
some instances, within the same conununities, as it apparently wa:· 

the cnse in groups of the Creek Confederacy on its western border. 

Yet some historical observations contradict the suggestion of 
the two contact languages being entirely distinct. Just as the 
name 'Muskogee' does not always appear to refer to Creek proper, 
but to the contact language based on it, 'Chickasaw' and 'Choctaw' 
often designated Mobilian Jargon in historical documents (Drechse! 
1979:120-128, 136; cf. footnote 4 below). If we read 'Chickasaw' 
and 'Choctaw' in Bartram's quote above as Mobilian Jargon, the 
Creek Indians would have suggested to him that Mobilian Jargon 
was merely a 'dialect' or a variety of the lingua~ Creek. 

Bartram's information at best offers weak evidence, and must 
not be considered without more reliable data. Such actually occur. 
in Stiggins' letters, in which he described the two Eastern Mus-
kogean languages Alabama and Hitchiti as linguistic 'mongrels' 
without a grammatical rule and as 'mixed' or 'adulterated' with 
Choctaw and Chickasaw, two Western Nuskogean languages (Stiggins 
n.d. MS:66.2, 3, 13; cf. Nunez 1958:20, 30). In these cases, 
Stiggins did not speak of Alabama and Hitchiti properi but he 
clearly referred to a variety of the lingua franca Creek influ-
enced by Western Muskogean languages or--conversely--to a dialect 
of Mobilian Jargon incorporating Eastern Muskogean elements. 

Similarly, in 1858, a resident of Louisiana by the name of 
Thomas Woodward described Mobilian Jargon, spoken by Indians in 
neighboring Texas as 'a mixture of Creek, Choctaw, Chickasay, 
Netches, and Apelash' (Woodward 1939:79). We might interpret 
'Creek' here as any Eastern Muskoean group such as the prominent 
Alabama and associated Koasati who have lived in eastern Texas. 
But small Creek communities existed in the area as well--a lit-
tle-known historical fact that renders Woodward's observation 
quite likely. Woodward also cited single Muskogee words and a 
probable example of Mobilian Jargon; i.e. the word for 'horse' in 
the Indians' as well as Whites' pronunciation: 'Echo Tlocko' nod 
'Chelocko' respectively (Woodward 1939:21). This word in its 
variable pronunciations can be reconstituted as l~o lakko 'deer 
big' and ~(a) loko. which indeed dcri.ve etymologically from Creek 
(Karen Booker, personal communication; cf. Silverstein 1973 MS: 
39). In listing Creek first among the languages whose historical 
input was reflected in Mobilfon Jargon and in offering a likely 
Creek-based example of it, Woodward thus made a case for a varie-
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ty of the Chickasaw-Choctaw trade language with a significant 
foundation in Creek. 
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Likewise, a glance at the vocabulary of Mobilian Jargon, 
consisting of both reconstituted and recently recorded entries, 
reveals that its items were not all or exclusively Choctaw or 
Chickasaw in origin. Still, some of those that were could also 
have been intelligible to speakers of Creek and closely related 
languages. However, Mobilian Jnrgon incorporated many non-West-
ern Muskogean elemenfs; among them were such that derived from 
Alabama, Koasati, and other Eastern Muskogean tongues and that 
occurred even in the Mobilian Jargon speech of Choctaw Indians 
(cf. Crawford 1978:81-97; Drechsel 1979 :240-347). 

In short, the historical and linguistic evidence cited above 
concurs with the hypothesis that the lingua franca Creek and Mo-
bilian Jargon were part of a larger contact language system (rath-
er than separate lingue franche), and further supports the notion 
that the lingua franca Creek--as part of this extensive linguistic 
system and like Mobilian Jargon--was originally pidginized. To 
suggest that the speakers of these two contact languages formed 
one and the same overall contact speech community is not neces-
sarily to imply that they always understood each other. For the 
speakers of both lingue franche must have exhibited considerable 
linguistic variation, which--quite natural in pidgins--resulted 
from the wide geographic spread of the lingua franca Creek and 

1 Mobilian Jargon and from the great diversity of their speakers 
first languages. The Creek-based contact language an<l the Chick-
asaw-Choctaw trade language are thus assumed to have been inter-
related via an extensive dialect continuum, including at least 
Eastern and Western Muskogean varieties as well as intermediate 
ones.7 

3. Conclusions. The discussion above suggests the follow-
ing hypotheses: The lingua_ franc~ Creek was: 
(1) a true and established contact language, which was based on 

Muskogee, but differed from it in some aspects of its gram-
mar, lexicon, functions, etc. yet to be determined; 

(2) a true pidgin, if judged on the basis of such sociolinguis-
tic indications as the great variety and heterogeneity of 
its speakers' first languages and its relationships to neigh-
boring contact languages; 

(J) related closely to the Creek-based jargon of the Seminole 
Indians and their associates and indirectly to Seminole Pidg-
in English and Afro-Seminole Creole; and 

(4) interrelated with Mohilian .Jargon in a larger contact speech 
community via a dialect continuum. 

The need for additional reANtrch on these hypotheses and sim-
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Har questions does not have to be emphasized again. Obviously, 
further studies of the lingua franca Creek will help unravel the 
sociolinguistic complexities of colonial southeastern North Amer-
ica and add a better historical and ethnographic understanding of 
the Creek Indians and their associates, the internal functioning 
of the Creek Confederacy and its sociopolitical relationships to 
other Indian, European and Africnn neighbors. Continuing researci'i 
on the ling~ franca Creek will also contribute to the comparative:~ 
study of American Indian contact languages with its limited data 
base. 

NOTES 
1 I wish to acknowledge here financial support for this re-

search in the form of a 1981 grant from the Phillips Fund of the 
American Philosophical Society and a 1982 Junior Faculty Summer 
Hesearch Fellowship from the University of Oklahoma. I also ex-
press my appreciation to Robert Vetter, Graduate Assistant in an--
thropology at the University of Oklahoma, for helping me to examine 
documents relating to the Creek Indians and their neighbors. As 
a matter of course, the re~ponsibility for any of the observa-
tions or conclusions made in this paper rests with me alone. 

21n unlike manner, Mobilian Jargon was spoken in certain i-
solated areas of Louisiana into the 1940s and possibly later, 
still permitting memory linguistic and ethnographic fieldwork in 
addition to archival studies. 

3should the reader be aware of other historical sources for 
information of what could be interpreted as a lingua franca Creek, 
I would certainly appreciate to learn of it, and can be reached 
at: Anthropology Department, University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK 
73019. Such help will of course be acknowledged in any future 
writings on this or a related topic. 

4 The problem of identifying a contact medium as opposed to 
its lexically related base language on the ground of lexical evi-
dence is a real one, and occurred in Crawford's and my research 
on Mobilian Jargon on more than one occasion. In one significant 
instance, we could determine on the basis of syntactic and socio-
linguistic data that a large vocabulary of Mobilian Jargon by a 
19th century anonymous author indeed represented the Chickasaw-
Choctaw trade language, and not Choctaw proper as was thought ear-
lier (Crawford 1978:57-58; Drechsel 1979:20). 

5cf. English 'Seminole' < Creek 'simano:li' < 'simalo:ni' < 
Spanish 'cimarron', meaning 'wild, runaway'. 
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6 The lingua franca Creek clearly served as one of the his-
torical sources for Seminole Pidgin English and its creolb~ed 
'descendant'. Afro-Seminole Creole appears to be one of the few 
creolized languages of North America in whose history /\merican 
Indian languages could have significantly contributed--via the 
lin~ franca Creek and Sem:f.nole Pidgin English. Li.ttle evidence 
is currently available to prove this hypothesis, and the study of 
the precise linguistic and historical relationship between the 
lingua f ranca Creek on the one hand and Seminole Pidgin English 
and Afro-8eminole Creole on the other remains to be undertaken. 

7 There are yet references to what appears to be an l\palachi-
based contact language, which, too, could have been part of the 
contact language system proposed here, but about which even less 
is known than about the lingua franca Creek (cf. Drechsel 1979: 
50-51, 132-135). ----- --
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VERB PLIBALIZATION IN KOL\SATI 

Geoffrey K:i.rrball 

Tulane University 

The Koasati lBnooUap,e, 1 in commn with other Muskogean languages, 
has a rn.mber of mathods by which the nunher of the subject or object 
of a verb can be marked on that verb. There are tw categories of 
plural fornntion: first, change within or of a verb root, and second, 
use of a pref ix or suffix. 

Fonnative ~lacement 
Of th~irst category of plural fotTintion, formative replacemznt 

is the nnst connun; of all plural fonnations it is the rrust c01mvn, 
even though it is linked soiely to verbs of Classes IIAii, IIB and 
IIIA. The formatives, archaic in that they are no lonJ?,er freely used 
to fonn roots, are as follows: -f-, action on a surface; -p-, action 
by hand or foot; -l-, action involving severing; -s-, action invol-
ving liquid; -y- action with a circular nvtion; -t-, action with no-
tion from a stationary position; and -:-, action without nntion from 
a stationary position. ~les of these formatives are in Table I, 
next page. 

With a very few exceptions, only verbs which have these fonnatives 
as the third consonant of a triliteral root can be pluralized. It is 
also limited in that the vowel sequence within the root cannot be !!_ 
followed by!_, or o followed by!.· The following ordered rules govern 
the formation of piuralization by formative replace.rIEtlt: · 

1) !f the formative is : (vowel len~th), the plural reduces the 
root to eve -

2) If the second root vowel is o and not identical to the first 
root vowel, the plural replaces ·the fonnative with ..:..· 

3a) If the root has the fonn CiBaC (where n is either E or~), 
the plural replaces the fonnative with .!..· 

3b) If the root vowels are i followed by a, the plural reduces 
the root to eve. - -

4a) If the root has the fonn CVBVt, the plural replaces the for-
mative with : . 

lib) If the fornntive is -t-, the µluraJ. replaces the fonmtive 
with h. 

401 
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-f-

-p-

-1-

-s-

TABLE I 

action on a surface 
lata-f-ka 
talc.f-f-ka 
yico-f-ka 
baM-f-fi 
kala-f-fi 
Hcd-f-fi 

action by hand or foot 
boc6-p-ka 
ciH-o-ka 
yarnf-p-ka 
falcf-p-li 
lomi-o-li 
kaM-p-li 

action involving severing 
cak£f-l-ka 
kac.1-l-U 
kawcf-1-H 
wak0-1-li 

action involving liquid 
hifo-s-ka 
kala-s-li 
labO-s-li 
Hb6-s-li 

alab6-s-li 

'to kick sOIIEthing' 
'to chip; whittle SOIIEthfrtg' 
'to shrivel up' 
'to stab something' 
'to mark something' 
'to chip sOllEthin~ accidentally' 

'to squeeze something in the h;:;::ad' 
'to spear sarething' 
'to make a fist' 
'to untie sOIIEthing' 
'to whip sarething' 
'to dip up S{){'(ething' 

'to chon something' 
'to bite SOllEthing' 
'to snap something' 
'to break something' 

'to breathe' 
'to scratch something' 
'to extinguish s011Ething' 
'to squash something' 
'to close up (of flowers)' 

-y- action with a circular rrotion 
taruf-y-li 'to roll something up' 

apona-y-li 'to wrap s~thing around' 
onasana-y-li 'to twist sarething on' 

-t- action with r:ntion from a stationary position 
bik6-t-ka 0 to buldge' 
taba-t-ka 'to catch something' 
tona-t-ka 'to recede' 
kono-t-li 'to roll SOl'Tething' 
pala-t-li 'to split something' 
sao~-t-li 'to fit something in' 

action ~"i.thout nntion from a stationary position 
faco-: -ka 'to flake off' 

aool6-: -ka 'to sleeo with soneone' 
Okta ! COSO- ! -ka t tO be a·· river-ITOUth I 

acitf-:-li 'to tie so!.'lething' 
atinf-:-li 'to bum sorrething' 
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5) If the root vowels are o followed by a, the plural reduces 
the root to eve. - -

6a) If the root is of the shape CVcVC, and the two vowels are 
identical, the plural replaces the fonnative ,.nth_:_. 

6b) If the root vowels are identical , the plural reduces the 
root to eve. 

Exarrples of the operation of these rules are in Table II, next page. 

These rules of oluralization have been extended to a nurrber of 
verbs which seem nc£ to have originally 1'..ad this kind of pluraliza-
tion. 'i11e following are exanyles of this kind of extention. Note 
that a nunher of these have alternative plural fonnations. 

Extention of Rule 3b: 
sg. tafila-m-mi pl. taf!l-li 

E..~tention of Rule 4b: 
sg. akla-t-li pl. akM'-h-li 

(regular plural ak,ho,Iatli) 
lami-t-ki lama-h-ki 
(regular plural l~t,lo:,ki) 
oks~-t-li oksa-h-li 
(regular plural ok,ho,l~tli) 
cana'.-1-ki canc<-h-ki 
(regular plural canal,co: ,ki) 
cikc!-o-li cika-h-li 
lis{-n-li lisf-h-li 
as!-p~li asf-h-li 

Extention of Rule 6b: 
sg. stific{-p-ka2 

acas<t'-h-li 
ittibacasa-h-li 

pl. stiffc-ka 
acas-li 
ittibacas-li 

'to overturn sth.' 

'to be loose' 

'to be straight' 

'to ~~ell' 

'to be bent' 

'to sparkle' 
'to take sth off' 
'to be loose (of teeth) 

'to pry sth. up' 
'to insert sth. ' 
'to join sth together' 

'!here are a rn..nher of irregularly fo~d forlll'ltive replaccrrent 
plurals. The reason for their irregularities is not clear at the 
present tirre, so they will simply be listed below. 

There is one nnnosyllabic root that forms its plural in this 
nmmer, smf-p-li, 'to pull sth. taut', plural sm:f-:-li. pne transi-
tive verb has a singular in -ka and a plural in -li; boco-p-ka, plural 
boc0-:-li, 'to squeeze sth. in the hand.' 'nte~verb scil{-p-ka, 'to 
pick one's teeth' has the irregular plural scili-:-ka, even though 
the verb from which it is derived, ciH-p-1'.a 'to spear sth.' has the 
regular plural c!l-ka. The verb til!-f-ka 'to press down on sth.' has 
the plural tU{-:-ka, not '':ti'l-ka, which ~uld be the expected fonn; 
and Uya-p-ka (variant Uka-r-k.;> has the ~lural form liya-: -ka (or 
lit~-: -ka) , not the expected ~'<hy-lr.a (or lfk-ka). 
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TABLE II 
sLt"lgular plural 

Rule 1: atakcf:.: -li ata'k-li 'to hang S()f;'Ething' 
icoktak.4'-:-li icoktak-li 'to open the nouth' 
acokcaruf-: -ka acokc.fa-ka 'to quarrel with son~c;1e' 
atin{-:-li atfu-ni 'to burn s~thing' 
fac6-:-ka fcfs-ka 'to flake off' 
apolO-:-ka ap61-ka 'to sleep with sOOEone' 

Rule 2: lato-f-ka lato·-:-ka 'to rrelt' 
labcS-s-li labo-:-li 'to extinguish SOOEthfog' 
f am:S-t-ka famf-:-ka 'to wave' 
vico-f-ka yico-:-ka 'to shrivel' 
hb6-s-li Ubcf- : - li 'to squash soemthing' 
asiY·.6-p-li asikd'-:-li 'to knot sotrething' 

Rule 3a: lib.1=-t-li liba-:-u 'to get burned by hot thing' 
asipa-t-li asip<.f-:-li 'to get a splinter' 

Rule 3b: pit<f-f-fi p!t-li 'to slice up the middle 
tb.f-s-li t~-1~ 'to pick sth. off' 
tiwa-p-u tiw-wi 'to open sorrething' 
sima-t-li s:Un-mi 'to cut up tanned skin ' 
wila-p-H:ci wil-l{:ci 'to tear uo the earth 0 

yil.f-p-li y!l-li 'to tear sanething down' 

Rule 4a: ta.ba-t-ka taba-:-ka 'to catch s<>m:?thing' 
top.1-t-ka topa-:-ka 'to recede' 

Rule 4b: halcf-t-ka hata-h-ka 'to pull s~thing' , 
atana-t-ka atana-h-ka 'to go armmd sonEthing 
mali-t-li mala-h-li 'to be afraid' 
samf-t-li samf-h-li 'to crawl under s~thin~' 
bif:l-t-li bif{-h-li 'to steam (intransitive) 
libt-t-li Hb{-h-li 'to cave in' 

Rule 5: akola-f-ka akol-tm-:ci 'to erode and collapse' 
aporuf-y-li apon-n!-:ci 'to wrap sth. around' 
locn~p-u Min-mi 'to whip s~thing' 
soca-f-fi sos-li 'to strip skin off sth.' , 
tosa-f-fi tos-1{-:ci 'to cut a piece out of sth· 

Rule 5a: koco'-f-fi koccS-:-li 'to pinch sotrething' 
!r.acca-l-li Jr.acc.1'- : -li 'to bite so:tEthing' 

Rule 6b: lata-f-ka Ut-ka 'to kick something' 
lcala-f-fi Ml-li 'to mark s011Ething' 
ciH-p-ka c!l-ka 'to soenr sorrething' 
mis!-p-li mis-li 'to wink' 
fotd-p-ka fot-ka 'to pull up s~thing' 
k.oyd-f-fi k6y-li 'to cut srnrething' 
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There are three verbs that form their plurals by suffixing an 
-f- to the root; okpaka':li 'to float,' plural okpal:B-f-fi; lapp;t:li 
'to hang on a vertical surface,' ~lural lapp~-f-fi; and ilap&:li 
'to sew s0trething on,' plural ilapcf-£-fi. The verb lappa: li also 
has a regular plural form, lap-li.3 

The Choctaw language has the rerrnants of a fonnative replacement 
system, fomd only with verbs tenninating in -li or -a. The follo-
wing are a few exarrples from the fifty or so verbs which ha.ve this 
sort of plural formation. All are taken from Byington (1915), chec-
ked with Byington (1852) and Wright (1880) . 

singular plural Koasati 
abana-"-li aban-ni to lay across 
bi:U-b-bi bil-li to point at -p-
bal<a-1:-li bak-li to split i..~to blocks -1-
boya-f-fi boya-h-li to rub off hair -f-
oklobo-s-li oklob-bi to plunge -s-
pala-1-li pal-U to split -t-

From the Choctaw examples noted, there were none that had a fonna-
tive that corresponded to the Koasati fonn:itive -y-. 

There is a handful of Koasati verbs which have the sarre root in 
the singular and plural, yet form their r>lurals with irregular exten-
tions and deletions. These are: 

sobayli (sg/du) 
fayli (sg) 
l:6yl:-a ( sg) 
w<iyka (sg) 
filalika (sg) 
falcfuka (sg) 
falamn1:ci (sg) 

'to know sth.,' plural sobay-a:-li 
'to quit sth.,' plural fay-cfll-li 
'to return,' plural loy-6h-ka 
'to fly,' plural way-6h-ka 
'to separate,' plural fil-k6h-ka 
'to wake up,' plural fal-k6h-ka 
'to awaken so.,' plural fal-k6h-li 

Suppletion 
There are three kinds of plural fonmtion by suppletion. The 

first kin<l is that in which there are three seoarate roots to express 
the singular, dual and plural; the second, 'in Which there is one root 
to express the singular.and the dual and another to express the 
plural; and the third in which there is a singular root and a plural 
root and the dual is not expressed. Ex8nt>les'of these three forms of 
suppletion are given in Secti.on 1 of Table III, next page. 

With the e.xceotion of the verbs bataoli, 'to hit sth.,' {:si, 'to 
take sth.,' and ac~p{lka, ;to release sth:,' all verbs that supplete 
are intransitive. 'i.1.1e Alabmm cognate of batapli, batatli,has a 
plural fot~d by fonmtivc rcplacemznt, batli. 
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TABLE III 
Section 1. Suppletion. 

Three root suppletion: singular, dual, plural 
hacca:li (s~) hilck:l:li (du) 
cokko: 1i · cikk1: ka 

lokko:li Cpl> 
!:sa 

'to St8.t1d 1 

'to sit' 
'to dwe.11' a:ta cfswa 

,,. 
l.:Sa 

Two root suppletion: singular/dual, 
illi (sg/du) M'?ka 

plural 
(pl) 

a:ya yrnMhli 
aH:ya ama:ka 
anti ilm:l: 1<a 

Tux> root suppletion: singular, plural 
acapilka (sg) askahli 
batapli b6kli 
1:si p!hli 
n.akaHa was.1t1'.a 
naksa:ka sl1Y.a'pli 
ormohali':ka ormokahka 
wal{:ka t6lka 

Section 2. Partial reduplication. 
S:irrple partial reduplication. 

al6tka (sg) alot,lo: ,ka (pl) 
cof6kna cofok,co: ,na 
copoksi copok,c6: ,si 
lapatki laoat, lo: , ki 
1 i.mLt-iko liinih, 10: , ki 4 
po 16hki poloh, p6: , ki 
tahaspi tahas, t6: , pi 
talasba ta las, t6: , ba 
ton6hki tonoh,to: ,ki 

Partial reduplication with deletion. 
condkbi (s~) con,co: ,bi (pl) 
ittakasipli ittakas,ko:,li 
km-J£ma kaw,ko: ,na 

lkof6kbi kof ,ko: ,bil 
koh6kbi koh,!<0: ,bi) 
tintkbi tin, t{: , bi 

Section 3. S-infiY.ation 
aka:no (sg) 
akopi:li 
aof :li ano:u 
ano:ka 
im-ano:ka 
maka:li 
ok.liabO:l:a 
wata:li 
stip:l:la 

aka,s,no 
akoy!,s,li 
api,s,li 
an6,s,li 
ano,s,ka 
im-ano, s, ka 
~,s,li 
okhabc:f,s ,ka 
wata,s,li 
stip{,s,la 

'to die' 
'to go about' 
'to Q0 1 

'to ~01re' 

'to release sth.' 
'to hit sth.' 
'to take sth.' 
'to be lost' 
'to make noise' 
'to clarrber up' 
'to nm' ·· 

'to be full' 
'to be angled' 
'to be a hill/hilly' 
'to be narrow' 
'to be stIDOth' 
'to be circular' , 
'to be light in weight 
'to be thin' 
'to be round' 

'to be stooped' 
'to divide sth. in tt·()' 
'to be crooked' 
'to be deep' 
'to be dented' 

'to be hungry' , 
'to knock sth. over 
'to throw sth. away' , 
'to finish (aux verb) 
'to finish (aux verb)' 
'to be winded' 
'to open the eyes' 
'to sink' 
'wear a necklace' , 
'be sexually attractive 
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Partial ~.edU!Jlication 
1here are two kinds of partial reduplication, simple uartial re-

duplication, and partial reduplication ~tlth deletion. -In simple nar-
tial reduµlication, the initial consonant of the root follrn~ed by.the 
vowel o (with vowel length if the word is to be used as a verb) is 
infixeabetween the m:mi::)ers of the consonant cluster between the ul-
titmte and penultirmte syllables of the root. However, if there is 
a consonant cluster between the first and second syllables, and the 
root is vowel initial, ho is infixed between those consonants, as in 
okcayya 'to be ,alive,' Pfural ok,ho,cayya; and aklatli, 'to be loose,' 
plural ak,ho,latli. Corn!Jare alotka, 'to be full,' plural alot,16: ,ka, 
where there is no consonant cluster between the first and second 
syllables. Exarrples of this fonnation are in Section 2 of Table III. 

In partial reduplication and deletion, the initial consonant and 
o (exceptionally the initial consonant and vowel) are copied after. 
The deletion of a VC syllable from the root. Although this fonn of 
reduplication is quite rare (the exarrples in Section 2 of Table III 
being exhaustive), there are traces in the language of it having been 
nnre coom:m, as attested by the following e~les: carrccf:ka 'bell,,' 
c.f. cam1hli:ci 'to ring;' banb6:ka 'to be rolling (of land);' tafta:li 
'to trot;' bolb<Sh.Y..a 'to be nervous; 0 fitf!:ka 'to chatter (of squir-
rels);' and sawscfuka 'to make a frightened snort (of deer)' 

S-inf ixation 
1his form of oluralization is quite rare, with only ten underived 

roots using this rmthod. It is produced by in.fixing an -s- before the 
ultimlte syllable of the IDrd. All the exarrples recorded can be found 
in Section 3 of Table III. 

It is notable that the verb balla:ka 'to lie down,' which has a 
plural fonred by fonmtive replacemznt, ba1..ka, has its dual fonred 
by S-infixation, balla,s,ka. 

The second category of plural fornntion, prefi.Y.ation and suffix-
ation, is by no treans as coamm as the first category. There are two 
suffixes that rna.rk pluralization, -:ci1 and -:ci2. The one prefix is 
oh-/ho-. 

-:ci1 Suffixation 
This suffix occurs only with a handful of verbs of rrotion and 

their derivitives, and it occurs only in the third ~erson, dual in 
those verbs which have a su~pletive plural, and plural in those that 
do not. 'lhe followin7 are the only verbs which have this suffix: 
f:la 'to arrive here, 3pl ila-:ci; 6:1a 'to arrive there,' 3pl , 
ola-:ci; lf:ya 'to g.o about,' 3du ~U-:ci (~l )'Otl'cihli); 6nti 'to corre, 
3du ont(-:ci (pl ilrna:ka); and al1:ya/alla 3du positive allc{-:ci, 
3clu negative al,H, :ya-:c-9 (from a non-attested 3du positive, 
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~·~aH:ya-:ci), (pl ama:ka). 

-:ci2 Suffixation 
'!he second kind of suffixation, -:ci2 1 is also not especially 

corrm:m. It occurs primarily on verbs of Classes IIAii and IIIA and 
indicates that the action of the verb is repeated . 

In its s:i.nplest fonn, the suffix m:!rely draws the verbal accent 
tg the syllable preceding the suffix as in the following: 

aboyotli 'to scatter sth.' aboyotl!-:ci 'to scatter sth. 

wananatli 'to shiver' 

pa Hi 'to split sth. up' 
talka 'be lying (inan. 

patha 
pl.) I 

'to be wide' 

wananatH-: ci 

paU!-:ci 
talka-:ci 

apatM-:ci 

all over' 
'to shiver all 
over' 
'to splinter sth. 1 

'to be lying 
(inan.) all over' 

'to overspread 
sth. (of a flood)' 

It occurs as additional pluralization norphology in a few verbs 
that undergo fonnative replac~t, such as: 

nisa-f-fi pl. nis-li-:ci 'take a small chip off of 
sth.' 

lofa-p-li pl. lof-f{-:ci 'take a lengthwise chip off 
of sth.' 

1sila-f-fi pl. sil-1:1-:ci\ 'tear sth.' \Hla-f-fi pl. Ul-11-:cLI 

akola-f-ka pl. akol-kcl-: ci 'to erode artd collapse (of 
a river bank) 

When suffixed to a verb tenninating in the class suffix -ka, it 
often converts -ka to -li, in the same fashion as the hoonphonous 
causative suffix. Exanples are: 

nolap-ka 'to gleam' nolap-1{-:ci 'to glitter' 

p6c-ka 'to squirt' 

talabarufp-ka 'to jump over' 

poc-11-:ci 'to squirt again 
and again' 

talabanap-1(-:ci 'to overflow 
(of rivers)' 

However, in four cases, it converts -li to -ka, apparently to 
prevent horrophony with the causative. These are: 

hacca:li 'to stand (sg)' hacca:-ka'-:ci 'to stand agitatedly 
(sg)' c.f. hacca:l!-:ci 'to stand sth (sg) up' 
hikki':li 'to stand (du)' hikki:-kcl-:ci 'to stand agitatedly 
(du)' c.f. hikki:li-:ci 'to stand sths (du) up' 
lokko:li 'to stand (_pl)' lokko:-ka'-:ci 'to stand agitatedly 
(pl)' c.f. lol<ko:li-:ci 'to stand sths (pl) up' 
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cokkO:ka 'to sit (sg)' cokko:ka-:ci 'to sit agitatedly (sg)' 
c.f. cokko:l!-:ci 'to seat sorIEOne. •S 

The Prefix ho-/-oh 
- 'Thefinal kind of pluralizing nnrphology in Koasati is the pre-
fix ho- (before consonants) /oh- (before vowels). Although it is 
technically possible for this prefix to occur before any verb to 
indicate that a third person subject or object is non-singular, in 
actual use it is relatively tmcomron, except in its use to indicate 
that an adjective qualifies a non-singular noun. When it occurs 
with a verb, the prefix seems to serve discourse functions other 
than that of a tmrker of pluralization. Exarrples of the use of the 
prefix ho-/-oh, taken from various texts, are found in Table IV, next 
page. 

It is notable that very frequently wl1ere a verb with ho-/-oh 
prefixed to it, the sennntic object, as in sane of the exarrples in 
Table IV, is raised to gramM.tical subject. 'Ibis seems to indicate 
that, at least in sorre instances, the prefix transfonns an active 
verb phrase into a passive one. 

This pref ix also serves other uses which are tTErely tTEntioned 
here. ,It is used to indicate an indefinate actor, when the iden-
tity of the actor is unknown or concealed, and, reduplicated, is 
used to form iteratives for those verbs that do not produce itera-
ti ves by reduplication within the root. 

tm'ES 

lKoasati is spoken by about 300 people living in Allen Parish, 
wuisiana, north of the town of Elton, and by many people on the 
Alabama-Coushatta Indian Reservation, near Livingston, Texas. The 
writer did field research on Koasati in wuisiana from October of 
1981 through March of 1982, ftmded in part by a t'!onroe Fellowship 
granted by Tulane University. 

The phonology of Koasati is as follows: stops: p, t, k, 
c (~JN[c], bs fricatives: f lfJ, l, h; nasals: m, n; semivowels: 
w, y; vowels: i, a, o, i:, a:, o:, marginal phoneires: e, u, 1 , 
and t (nasalization). 'There are four syllable pitches, low [ '' 1 , 
mid (U1111Brked) , high ['], and high rising-falling [~ 1 . 

All verbs cited in•this paper are given in the third person 
indicative base; the simple indicative deletes the final vowel 
(if \.Ulaccented or tmnasalized) of the base. 

2Note that an obsolete rule converted c to s before certain 
consonants, as in ac-hal{:ka (sg); as-kclhka (pl), 'to exit, go out.' 
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TABLE IV 

ath6nma im-istilka-fa ma:lo-k ho-hi':ca-y-on 
INDIAN 3poss.-£MEI.J...INGS-in ~-subj ho-SF.ARCll-but-switch 
athonna na:s-ok ikso-t 
INDIAN Aff'l KIND-subj+focus NOT EXIST-cormect. 
They (the White tlEll) searched through the Indians' dwellings, 
but contrary to expectation, there were no Indians of any kind. 

thitka polf :ci-k nokco:ba-h banna-k 
WHITE PAN PREACHER-subj. STOP-try ·to-sarre subj. 
san,k{,:c-o-hco-k im-ayba:ci-t 
BE ABI.E,neg.,-neg. corrpl.-habit.-sarre subj. 3am-FORBID-connect. 
ho-san,k:l,:c-o-hco-k 
ho-BE ABI.E,neg. ,-neg. coopl.-habit-sarre subj. 
The l.Jhite preachers tried to stop it, but they were unable to, 
they forbade them, but they all were tmable to. 

nas-ho-ca-manka-hco-,? ,-to 
what-ho-lca-CAI.L-habit-,Q,-III past. 

opa-k 
sarre subj. 0:-JL-subj . 

ka:ha-toho-: li-mpa-k 
SAY-realis-infer.-hearsay-

"What is it that they all call re?" said the owl, as it is said. 

ciss{-k 
MJUSE-subj. 

6nka-k tafika st-im-mikk6 
SPF.AK-same subj. DA.~"ESS inst. -3poss-CHIEF 

ho-ci-IrmlkB-hco-k kcl,h,ha-n 
ho-2sca-CAIL-habit.-smro subj. SAY ,h-grade,-switch 
The rmuse said, '"They all call you Lord of Darkness," and .•. 

ciss:l-k cmka-k ho-kri':h ittil-ho-coba' ittil-ho-coba'-k 
MJUSE-subj. SPEAK-saroo subj. ho-SAY EYE-ho-BIG EYE-ho-BIG-subj· 
ho-ci-rn:mkcl-hco-k kcl,h,ha-n 
ho-2sca-CAI.L-habit.-same subj. SAY,h-grade,-switch 
n1e rmuse said, '"They all say 'Big-eyes.' Big-eyes is what you 
are called," and ..• 

pa!O" m5-k ho-cikki: 1(-hco: lik kat:ik 
FLYING SQUIRREL ALSO-subj ho-RAISE-irrperf. but it is that 
intalli-t tabcltka-to-. 
SET TRAPS- cormect. CATCH-III past-tenninal. 
TI1e flying squirrel was also raised, but traps had to be set to 
catch it. 
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3nie above is the synchronic situation concerning the plurali-
zation of verbs with fonnatives. 1he diachronic situation is corrp-
licated by the fact that it seems that the plural fonns are in fact 
basic, and that the singulars were derived. 'Ibis is attested in 
Koasati by a nunber of roots which have fonns with nnre.than one 
fonnative. Exarrples of these are: kala-s-li, 'to scratch;' kala-f-fi, 
'to nark;' atak..:t-:-ka, 'to be hanging;' atak.:1-p-ka, 'to be htmg up on 
S<Jll'ething like thorns or briers;' and tarUi-t-li, 'to descend;' 
taruf-y-li 'to roll soe:nthing with a downward nntion.' 

4Tuis verb is irregular in that the suf f i.x -ko changes to -ki 
in the plural. The verb okc~o, 'to be blue or green,' one of the 
few verbs terminating in -ko, has the plural fonn ok,ho,c~. 

Snie dual of the verb 'to sit,' cikk!:ka, fonns cikki:k.:{-:ci, 
'to sit agitatedly (du).' The plural is irregular, i:~at a:ya, 'to 
sit agitatedly (pl).' This fonn seems to have arisen to avoid 
confusion with the causative i:sa-:ci, 'to seat several people.' 
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